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Putting Justice In The BankLife comes in stages. Even the Sisterhood has been content to let their

gold shields gather a little dust while they enjoy their friends and family. But when a string of

anonymous emails arrives at Pinewood, suggesting shady dealings at a local assisted-living facility,

Myra Rutledge and her best friend Annie de Silva are more than ready to out-hustle a master

con-artist at his own game. They'll need to enlist some new and untested allies in order to pull off

their brilliant plan, all while Myra faces a personal challenge that will rock the Sisterhood to the core.

. .Praise for Fern Michaels and Her Sisterhood Novels"There's nothing quite like watching the

Sisterhood take on corruption and injustice." --RT Book Reviews on Home Free"Readers will enjoy

seeing what happens when well-funded, very angry women take the law into their own hands."

--Booklist on Weekend Warriors
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The famed Sisterhood has given every woman who has ever been wronged a burst of hope. Ms.

Michaels has done it again with her wonderful Sisterhood series. Each book gets better and better, I

wait for each new book to come out and can't believe how she can dream up so many ways of



righting wrongs. Fern, your books, all of them, make reading such a pleasure. Thank You!!!!!!

Enjoy the Sisterhood stories. Miss the girls involvement.The story does keep you interested. Would

recommend just realize not all the Sisters are involved in the story line.

Terrible - Need Negative Stars here. Having read all the Sisterhood books, it's obvious to me the

author is running out of (good) ideas. The plot was thin to the point of transparency; the dialogue

could have been written by a 10 year old. Spoiler alert: Can't believe that the reader is supposed to

believe that the two older women actually poured boiling water over the heads of two of the "bad

guys" one of which was the daughter of the lead bad guy (but they then graciously applied ointment

to their burns). Give me a break!I don't normally take the time to leave really bad reviews - BUT -

this book was beyond awful and getting to the end was a struggle.This is the last Fern Michaels

book I will spend money on.

First of all.....I miss the younger Sisters! Annie & Myra can just do so much without being totally

boring. This book had promise; the Ponzi scheme was a good subject. I did not see the need to kill

off the characters who brought this story into being! WHY? As for the punishment two characters

received in the book-----not even in the least was it believable. This book seemed like Ms. Michaels

realized it was time to wrap up and complete the story and WHAM! It ended abruptly. I have read

EVERY SINGLE book Ms. Michaels has ever written but she needs to bring back the younger

people (I am 65 so I am not being prejudiced)!

Well I taught the Sisterhood was dead, what a surprise when I started reading this.Read in two

days, & anyone that has read The Sisterhood knows something is going to happento those who are

nasty etc. to people, the vigilantes always get there person in the end.All about money & the greed

the father & daughter had & power.

Love the Sisterhood Series. Can't get enough but, with this book I felt like many things were left

hanging. Like what happened to all the hidden money and records. Was the hidden room EVER

found? Did the people who were victims of his schemes ever repaid their savings? Hey Fern, you

must have had a deadline to meet because you left out some very important facts. Chop chop!!!

I missed the first of the Sisterhood but have all the adventures to date. From the beginning when the



ladies each had a story and with the creation of the sisterhood they have dished up justice when the

'System' failed them. The interaction between them is something we would all like to be a part of.

I have read all the Sisterhood/ Vigilantes series and I love them or.I would love to read more about

them. All their families and futures. I feel like I want to know more.Please continue the series.Now

off to read about the men.
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